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  Sharing 

As a rule, gardeners love to share. Be it seeds, saplings, extra plants, new divisions, information, advice 
or anecdotes, a true gardener is undeniably generous. 

  It is common to see complete strangers instantly bonding over the characteristics of a plant in a flower 
show. I’ve formed friendships resulting from nothing less than a love for a particular type of mulch. 
Gardeners are not just good at sharing stuff, we are downright opinionated and insist upon conveying 
those viewpoints on all and sundry. We eavesdrop on conversations of other gardeners and promptly 
interrupt. The delightful thing is that those others do not mind at all. They completely understand and 
welcome such behavior.  These are friendships of the best kind. We empathize when plants are lost or 
destroyed, we celebrate horticultural successes both significant and ordinary and, we share our 
knowledge and possessions willingly. There is a fellowship that exists amongst gardeners that is 
beautiful and inexplicable. Let it go on record that I have yet to meet a gardener I did not like. So when I 
learn anything new I am eager to pass on the information. When I say ‘new’, I mean of course new to 
me and not the world in general. 

  I recently learned about a way to prepare vegetable beds that I have adapted to our climate. In a 
community garden in Mumbai, the gardeners have the pressure of the powerful monsoon rains to 
contend. They have to get the vegetable beds ready before that event. I have adjusted this to work 
around our winter season and I am going to try it out on my plot. 

  Rather than make compost in a separate bin, it is prepared directly in the vegetable beds. So this fall, 
after cleaning up the plot, I’m going to make alternate layers of the recently raked dry leaves and some 
top soil. Perhaps about six layers in all. Instead of top soil, I might try compost itself. The whole will be 
wet with compost tea. By planting time in the spring, the leaves would have decomposed and the beds 
will be rich and ready to make things grow. To keep weeds out, I intend to have leaves as the top most 
layer. In fact, all beds can be prepared in this manner. Get a bed ready for perennials or annuals to 
planted in the spring. Or, start one in spring for fall planting. It takes from ninety to a hundred and 
twenty days for the leaves to decompose thoroughly.  
This appeals to me because it is very doable. And it uses up leaves at a time when they are in abundance 
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anyway. For not much effort or expense the beds are prepared. Simple, organic and effective. 

  I also picked up new combinations for companion planting. Corn with okra, tomatoes with peppermint 
and celery with spinach. In addition, the roots of seedlings can be dipped in woodash before 
transplanting. The woodash provides immediate nutrition as well as acts as an antiseptic. Save some of 
the ash from the fireplace this winter! 

  It is all this exchange of information that keeps an ancient activity such as gardening exciting and ever 
interesting. A gardener is never too old to learn new tricks. To quote that great gardener Thomas 
Jefferson – Though an old man, I am but a young gardener. C’est vrai. 
   

 

Hi Shobha,    Another excellent article!  Welcome home!    By Kathleen Williamson on 07/29/2011 at 8:42 am     
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